Fitch Ratings Credit Research
CLO TRACKER

In a challenging credit environment, it is critical to monitor risk exposure across your CLO portfolio
with market-leading credit views. The CLO Tracker is an intuitive web-based tool that you can utilize
to track the current and historical performance of your CLO holdings and their underlying assets based
on Fitch Ratings analysis and trustee reported data.

Global Fitch
Coverage

Access to the combined
US broadly syndicated
loans and EMEA
leveraged loan data
in one interface,
updated weekly

Drill Down
Analytics

An interactive user
interface that provides
insights to portfolio,
deal, and asset level
metrics

One-of-a-Kind
Document Analysis
Scoring

Ability to view select
Covenant Review
Documentation Scores to
understand the strength
of documentation in the
portfolio’s underlying
assets

The data visualization features of this application
are what sets it apart from other systems.

Customizable
Reporting

Create and save userspecific portfolio filters
for convenient reviews
and surveillance
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Compare manager
investment behavior
based on underlying
asset exposure

Fitch’s tracker is a good addition to our analytical
tool suite to capture the overall market coverage.

Influential CLO investor

Analyze the par performance indicators for Fitch-rated CLOs

Manager Overlap

Major Asian investor

View collateral quality tests
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Track portfolio holdings’ exposure to industries

Track the ratings distribution for underlying assets

View the underlying holdings of your portfolio and their asset ratings and Documentation Scores
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View overlap of issuers by Fitch-rated deal and/or CLO managers

View deal performance and key features

CLO Tracker helps you answer the following questions
• What level of Rating Loss Rate (RLR) cushion is in my
•
•
•
•
•
•

CLO note?*
Which deals and underlying assets have a negative vs.
positive outlook?
Do the managers I invest with buy similar assets?
Was a CLO manager an active trader during the
pandemic?
How big is my exposure to a particular sector (e.g. retail)?
Is the deal performing in line with expectations?
How is the deal performing compared to deals of the same
vintage?

• What is the largest issuer/obligor in a given sector/

industry (e.g. healthcare)?
• How does the credit quality of an asset manager’s deals
compare to the universe average?
• What is my deal’s or portfolio’s CCC exposure?
• What is Fitch’s rating for an asset/issuer, and what
research is available to provide more insight into the
rating?

*Rating Loss Rate (RLR) is Fitch Ratings’ credit cushion measure
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Instantly get the information you need in a usable format. Reduce
days of work to minutes and reduce the risks of manual data
handling errors as our technology does the heavy lifting for you.
WEB

API

Fitch Connect is a cutting-edge, multi-channel technology platform
that delivers our data, research and tools to our clients in a way
that ideally matches their current systems and workflows.

WEB

EXCEL

FEE D

S

EXCEL ADD-IN

Access the latest ratings data and research: Our
web portal offers a user-friendly way to explore
and work with our data and research. Advanced
Search provides a precise way to home in on the
information you need. You can then save the search
or add the relevant companies or countries to a
portfolio, with custom fields and views for easy peer
group comparison and tracking. Each company or
country has a standard format entity page for easy
navigation, whilst our Early Warning Signals tab and
custom alerts ensure you never miss a change that
could impact your decision making.

Make our data work harder: Pull our ratings,
ESG, transition and default data into Excel via
our Add In. Use our simple formula builder
to manipulate the data with no specialist
knowledge required, as our best practice
techniques ensure you can draw down data
at speed. Use pre-built templates to assess
ratings data or custom-built templates that
match your workflow to cut down the time
you spend calculating and increase the time
you dedicate to critical decisions.

API & FEEDS

Use your own systems: Our Feeds and API channels integrate seamlessly with any third party or
proprietary systems, allowing you to bring our ratings data and research into a familiar environment
and work with it alongside information from other sources. All our products are available via API and all
our data is available via Feeds.

Client Services

Learn More

A dedicated team of client service professionals based in
New York, London, Hong Kong, Singapore and Tokyo provide
‘follow the sun’ support.

Fitch Ratings Structured Credit or Structured Finance
Research subscribers with a Fitch Connect account can
access the CLO Tracker here.

emeaclientservices@fitchsolutions.com
usaclientservices@fitchsolutions.com
asiaclient.services@fitchsolutions.com

To find out how a subscription to Fitch Ratings Credit
Research and CLO Tracker can help you monitor credit risks
and optimize your CLO investment strategy, please contact
your account manager, email marketing@fitchsolutions.com
or visit fitchsolutions.com.

About Fitch Solutions
Fitch Solutions fuels better informed credit risk and strategy
decisions with reliable data, insightful research and powerful
analytics. Get the crucial intelligence and fresh perspectives
you need, especially in markets where information is hard

to find and difficult to interpret. Our data and research are
produced with accuracy, granularity and depth. Leverage
workflow efficiencies, transparent methodologies, and
accessible experts who add extra value to our products.
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